Jazz pianist Bruno Hubert is not exactly on a winning streak. He’s been ignoring his bills for
months and looking for the message in his bottle a lot longer than that. With mounting debt and
bar bills exceeding income, it’s starting to look like his talent alone won’t pay the mortgage.
Bruno lives to play music though and he doesn’t let a little thing like reality get in the way of
his big dreams. These include landing a recording contract with a notoriously difficult record
producer and publishing a music magazine. The growing mountain of debt looks a lot better
from the bottom of a glass and disappears entirely when Bruno loses himself in his music.
Eventually though things go from bad to unbelievable when he returns from an out of town gig
to find his home literally being demolished by a municipal wrecking ball.
It’s all too much even for Bruno and he does a disappearing act that has his band mates looking
for him. A number of comic encounters and misadventures ensue and through it all, the jazz
stays hot. With a little help from fate and friends, Bruno finally discovers that there may be a
way out of the blues after all.

The life of a talented but irresponsible jazz pianist takes tragic and comedic turns.
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Inspired by the life of talented Canadian Jazz pianist Bruno Hubert, the film
is an unusual hybrid, combining elements of music documentary with comedic & dramatic
performances. In addition to the virtuoso live music performances some of the musicians
also play fictitious characters while Hubert dramatizes his own eccentric life.
The film spotlights approximately twenty Canadian jazz artists, many of whom have won
numerous awards and have performed on CBC radio and national television programs.
Some of them are alumni of the prestigious music program at the University of North Texas
and have performed with the University’s famed One O’Clock Lab Band.

Filmmaker Michael Simard’s lifelong passion for music eventually led to a determination to
make a documentary about musicians. After taking an intensive filmmaking course in New
York and making his first short film, Simard made a fateful visit to a Vancouver Jazz bar. It
was at Bukowski’s bohemian Jazz bistro on Commercial Drive that he first heard the talented
Jazz pianist Bruno Hubert. “Bruno set up his trio in a tiny space,” recalls Simard “ He started
playing on his Fender-Rhodes and my jaw just hit the ground. I thought, this guy is really
talented and here he is playing in this puny little bar on the Drive.”
As a friendship developed between the entrepreneurial Simard and the musician, it
became clear there was a lot more to the potential story. Bruno Hubert was playing with
some of North America’s top jazz musicians like his good friend Juno award winner Brad
Turner, other award winners such as vocalist and composer Denzal Sinclaire, saxophonist
Mike Allen acclaimed New York drummer Bill Campbell, Andre’ Lachance and musician/
record producer Cory Weeds, to name just a few.
“After I met Bruno and struck up a friendship I decided to do a documentary on him,”
Simard explains. “But the more I got to know Bruno, the more I was struck by the comedic
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aspects of his life and I realized that the average jazz musician in North America is barely
subsisting at a poverty level. These incredibly talented musicians were renting a house
together, playing their gigs, instructing students and barely making ends meet.”
But it was Bruno himself who seemed to live entirely for his music, with
a jovial disregard for day-to-day practicalities that convinced Simard there
might be enough material there for a feature length comedy.
“I realized his life was pretty comical from an outsider’s perspective. The average person
gets up early goes to work and comes home at 5 PM. Bruno on the other hand is just waking
up at 5:30 PM. He has these grand pipe dreams about getting a recording contract and
publishing a magazine but he can’t even pay his taxes or his hydro bill. How is he going to
pull that off? I began to see the possibilities of doing a feature length comedy on this guy,
instead of a half hour documentary which has a limited release potential.”
Simard felt that a dramatized version of the quirky musician’s story might have an appeal
for a broad audience. “Bruno is the underdog that the audience can laugh at but also root
for, as he goes through various challenges in the real world he has largely
managed to ignore.”
Notorious amongst his musical friends and colleagues for coming up with numerous
projects that never quite got off the ground, the fact that a film was actually going to be
made about Bruno came as somewhat of a surprise to some of them.
Brad Turner laughs about his initial skepticism. “I’ve known Bruno since the mid 80’s
and he’s always getting involved in all sorts of interesting projects. To tell you the truth
this is something I never actually thought would come to fruition when he and Michael
first described it to me years ago.” Turner also agreed that making a comedy about the
unique performer made perfect sense. “Knowing Bruno, interesting and zany and hilarious
circumstances seem to follow him wherever he goes. It’s fun to be part of
The Bruno show.”
Bill Campbell is quick to agree and to elaborate on Bruno’s erratic lifestyle.
“Bruno has all these ideas about his own projects that never really happen, kind of like the
movie –that is him. He is a brilliant musician that everybody loves and everyone wants to
be around but he is kind of a mess so everybody pulls together to make it happen for him.”
“He is a wonderfully gifted artist,” adds Turner “and I respect him tremendously but
sometimes he needs a helping hand here and there. As artists we are all to some degree
living in a little bit of a dream world, in varying degrees. Bruno lives in his world and I like
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to visit it once in a while. I’ve been friends with him for 20 years.”
In this case, as Campbell explains, it was producer/director Simard who made it all happen
and brought the project together.
“Michael is the kind of guy who actually makes things happen. He was the one who made
it possible for me to be involved- he brought me up to Vancouver for the filming. He was
the orchestrator of this movie project which brought together all of the different areas of
Bruno’s life, including the Vancouver jazz scene.”
Bruno Hubert himself is deeply aware of Michael’s role in making at least one of his long
held dreams come true. He recalls that he has wanted to film musicians playing for a very
long time and that he was frequently approached by other would be filmmakers.
“People often came up to me in clubs and said they really liked my band, my music and
asked if they could film us. I could have had 15 movies by now but then they never come
through. When I first met Michael I thought he was another one of those but then he invited
me for breakfast to discuss the possibility and then I realized that this was actually
going to happen.”
And during the many years it took for the small independent film to go through
development and several stages of filming, the relationship between Simard and Hubert
grew into both a friendship and a mentorship.
“Michael is such a big part of my life,” says Hubert. “He is determined, enthusiastic and
tenacious. This relationship has affected every aspect of my life, without Michael this film
would never have happened. He has been an inspiration to me.”
Before filming could begin, Simard had to revise his original financial estimates and do
considerable research on equipment as well as filming and legal requirements. What was
originally conceived as a small budget documentary quickly evolved into a feature film
project, to be entirely managed and financed by Simard.
What followed was a crash course on film production, as Simard had to set up a production
entity, obtain a line of credit, insurance for the equipment, city hall permits for filming and
of course to find the best equipment for the job.
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The first phase of filming took place over a period of two weeks in May of 2003. In 2005 the
second phase of filming took place over another two weeks. It was a pretty tiring process,
as Simard explains. “I had to have the gear with me at all times because of the insurance, so
we would unload it from my apartment, pick up the musicians, go from 8 am to 4 or 7 am in
the morning, get about 4 hours sleep and do it again the next day for two weeks straight.”
From the beginning, it was a labour of love for all concerned. Michael Simard was
essentially a multi-tasking dynamo, acting as producer, director, director of photography,
script supervisor, gaffer, and location manager. Drummer Bill Campbell was part of the
4-person crew, acting as a production assistant, helping with sound gear, lighting etc.
And the subject of the film, Bruno Hubert himself, was actively involved as the sound
mixer, in charge of booming and miking as well as being a production assistant and a
creative consultant. “I followed Michael every step of the way, from choosing the camera to
introducing him to musicians.” Hubert recalls. “Of course most of them didn’t even believe
the project was real,” he laughs.
Mostly shooting with 2 cameras, especially to record the live musical performances,
Simard’s good friend Perry Kuchar, who acted as the mayor on screen was conscripted to
operate one of the cameras.
After writing a rough fictional outline, Simard utlizied his artistic skills to create a detailed
storyboard. “I’m a very visual person so it was easy for me to create pictorial outlines along
with the dialogue and scene descriptions.” Because he was not working with professional
actors, Simard decided to forgo a traditional script and simply give the performers lines of
dialogue during the filming process. Playing the humourous role of the pushy record label
producer, Brad Turner revealed himself to have some acting chops. “He was a natural and
even did some of his own improv,” says Simard.
Turner is more modest about his abilities. “Record company producers are
a pretty easy stereotype to draw on, it’s not Hamlet or anything. I’m comfortable
entertaining people and I do a lot of workshops for young musicians so I’m constantly
thinking on my feet, in a sense acting because you have to communicate to your students
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with a certain sense of humour.” As for the movie’s central theme about the foibles of
surviving as a starving artist without a day job, Turner has this ironic comment.
“It would be great having spent all my life basically putting my heart and soul and money
into training myself as an artist to be paid as much as a hockey player but
it’s just not going to happen.”
At least one of the actor/musicians had some experience as a performer, if not necessarily
formal training. Drummer Bill Campbell who plays himself as well as a crazed traffic cop,
has acted in some indie films and shorts in New York. He also admits to making a lot of
small movies during high school. “We figured out that we could get away with making
movies instead of writing a paper or an essay. It was way more fun for us and the teacher
because she got to grade about 30 papers and got one movie.”
The filming went surprisingly well as Simard recounts, especially as all involved had to
take time off from full time careers in order to schedule the shoot. “I must say we had
horseshoes up our butt on this production because we had no weather issues, no problems
with equipment or cameras or lighting; absolutely nothing went wrong.”
At least one factual event became part of the fictional story, thanks to Bruno Hubert. After
filming interior scenes in the little house that the musicians were renting together in 2003,
the owner gave them notice that the house was scheduled to be torn down. It was Bruno
who suggested to Simard that they film the process. “After shooting for two weeks, I went
back with a little Sony hand held and shot the house being wrecked.” Of course this added
considerable drama to the storyline as well. “The more I got to know Bruno,” adds Simard
“the more I appreciated his creative input because he’s got some phenomenal ideas.”
And Bruno himself is deeply appreciative of the learning experience involved in making
the movie. “I feel this experience has been like taking a great film course; many of my
friends have gone to film school and they are still working on their 10 minute shorts without
knowing if they will ever see the light of day. I also have to say that this process forced me
to examine myself more deeply.”
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From his earliest days Michael Simard loved listening to music, starting with rock and roll
like most of his contemporaries. “The crossover,” Simard recalls, “really came with Earth
Wind & Fire. They had a great horn section.” Shooting pool in the family rec room with
his brothers and listening to Chuck Mangione, Steely Dan and George Benson, Simard
was slowly drawn into the jazz scene. “I started listening to pianist Joe Sample and the
Crusaders, vocalist Al Jarreau, and contemporary jazz guitarist Lee Ritenour.”
“Many people think they can’t listen to jazz because it’s too complicated but artists like
Diana Krall, Nora Jones and Michael Buble have taken jazz to wider audiences. Thanks
to performers like George Benson, David Sanborn, Chris Botti, Diana Krall and Buble,
people who didn’t really listen to jazz have become fans.” And that is partly the intention
behind “Bruno’s Blues,” adds the filmmaker “I don’t think the music in the film is hardcore
jazz, I think anybody can listen to this music, enjoy it and appreciate its artistry. But I also
think that there are some 20 year olds playing this music and they’re very good. They are
struggling and we owe them some respect because they are the ones keeping this tradition
of music alive.”
Bruno Hubert agrees that there is a new generation of young people who appreciate jazz,
thanks in some measure to the aforementioned popular musicians. “The music I play is all
from the 40’s and 50’s. What I feel about this music is that it keeps me
alive; it’s like breathing.”
The current generational trend towards this vintage jazz is reflected in various schools
of music. Vancouver’s Capilano College, for instance, where Hubert also studied, attracts
young people from various parts of the country. “They come there right out of high
school and don’t even know about jazz, don’t even know that they will like it. But there are
numerous graduates of the college who go on to become super stars in the jazz world.”
Fellow musician and “Bruno’s Blues” star, Juno award winning Brad Turner also attests to the
thriving state of this musical genre.“I travel all over the world and find myself in other parts
of the Canada and I can speak to this. Jazz in general across this country is doing really
well-there is a really healthy number of world class jazz musicians who live here and work
here and have found ways to eke out a viable existence. I think it is quite healthy in spite of
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the fact that there is hardly anywhere for us to play.”
Because of the lack of mainstream venues for jazz, as Turner explains, musicians have
learned to be flexible and embrace other types of music.
“In the golden age when there were six night a week gigs at a supper club backing up big
name artists and there would be smaller venues where you could play and there would be
studio work in the daytime. But my generation has had to be creative in how we carve our
niche and also to be open minded about playing different kinds of music. You’ll see jazz
musicians embedded in funk bands and in rock bands and vice versa. You’ll see classical
musicians in big band trumpet sections. It’s very open minded that way and I think it would
be a real mistake to be anything but that. The minute you decide you’re going to be a
snob about what you do you’ve limited yourself to about 5% of what you would be doing
throughout the year.”
As for those people who may be critical about this blending of different types of music,
Turner has this to say. “In any artistic movement there are always those people who are
purists and have their ideas about how things should be, I find that those are the people
who do the talking more than playing.”
There’s another way in which the fan base for jazz is growing, as Bill Campbell explains. “I
have friends who play in bands with performers like Michael Buble and Diana Krall and so
on. Because they are touring with these stars, fans also start checking
out their music as well.”

Perhaps the ultimate statement of Bruno’s Blues has to do with the
extraordinary sense of community that is reflected in the Vancouver music scene.
There were more than twenty five musicians who performed or contributed to the film in
one way or another. “We are all really good friends,” Brad Turner explains. “We love to
do things together when any one of us or a group of us decides to venture into a project
whether it be a writing project, a recording project, a tour, or putting on a big concert.
People really work together and help each other out - it’s partially out of necessity and also
because it’s a sense of community. That’s why so many people gave their time and were
willing to try something new like acting or being in a movie.”
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There is also, among this group of talented musicians, a deep understanding of what makes
Bruno Hubert something of a maverick, a guy who is living on the edge and who is living
purely for his art, whatever the consequences.
Jazz drummer Bill Campbell has great admiration for his friend. “Bruno is not the kind of
person who will take a gig for the money. His life is one hundred percent about music and
his friends; he doesn’t really worry about making ends meet. He’s kind of a rare breed.
Most people will get a day job or they’ll go on tour with Michael Buble or something that
pays money to support their jazz habit or their art. But Bruno is just straight up living the life
of a jazz musician-he is able to survive in Vancouver because he has so many connections,
people will let him sleep on their couch, club owners know him and let him run up a tab but
he’s definitely not making a good living only playing music.”
Finally, Bruno gives the matter some thought and chimes in with this
closing comment.
“I’m not trying to be irresponsible, it’s just that my lifestyle is such that the issue of how
much money I make is not the priority, I wake up every day and my job is to sit at the piano
and entertain people.”
According to filmmaker Michael Simard the movie that Bruno inspired has much in common
with the unique musician. “I’m proud of the film in that it is original and you can’t compare it
to anything else, it doesn’t fit into some cookie cutter mould. All these key Canadian artists
came together and volunteered to support their good friend and fellow musician. Then
we all became very good friends. It’s so unlike the traditional form of filmmaking where
everybody wants something- in this case we all did it for love and passion.”
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Conceived, produced, written and directed by MICHAEL SIMARD, “Bruno’s Blues”
marks his first feature length film. An accomplished photographer, artist and successful
business entrepreneur, Simard previously produced and directed “Pina” a short film about
a Greenwich Village widow whose life takes an unexpected turn when she joins a senior’s
centre. The film was accepted at the Yorkton Short Film Festival. Simard completed the
New York Film Academy’s intensive film course at the Tribeca Film Centre. After working
his way from the ground up in the food service industry, Simard eventually founded a
wholesale food supply company and further developed his business acumen by creating
a series of successful real estate investment projects. A self confessed contemporary jazz
aficionado, Simard’s friendship with Chicago based Jazz pianist Dick Reynolds led him to
meet some of the jazz world’s veteran performers. It also sparked his motivation to make a
documentary focused on jazz musicians.
His interest in the visual arts started at an early age during his Ontario, Canada boyhood
when Simard created a series of 8 mm short films on a Kodak windup camera. He also
developed his photography and painting skills, specializing in landscape and nature
images. In his twenties, Simard moved to the Caribbean and opened an art gallery
on the island of St. Kitts and Nevis, took up underwater photography and had his
artworks commissioned by luxury resorts in islands like St. Barts and Anguilla. An active
philanthropist, Simard tragically lost his beloved wife and partner of 16 years in an airplane
disaster in 2006. He established the Anne Marie Bailey Fund in her memory to support sick
children. Simard currently makes his home in Nanoose Bay on Vancouver Island.
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The title character BRUNO HUBERT plays himself in a dramatic role.
Born in Maniwaki Quebec and educated at the University of Laval. Hubert studied
percussion and then moved on to the piano under the influence of numerous music
mentors. He started to play drums in his first rock band at the age of 14, playing heavy
metal in local bars and was also in the town marching band. His plans to become a
professional drummer were soon derailed when college requirements obliged him to
study piano. While studying music in Quebec, Hubert also performed as the second piano
player with various professional bands, including some that opened for the young and then
relatively unknown Celine Dion. After spending a total of nearly 20 years studying music
at Laval, the University of North Texas and Capilano College in Vancouver, and supporting
himself as a piano tuner on the side, Hubert was in his late 30’s before he began to play
professional jazz. Hubert moved from Montreal to Vancouver in 1989. After spending five
years studying acoustical piano with Miles Black, Hubert signed on with Brad Turner’s
quartet and then became a bandleader himself, forming the Bruno Hubert Trio with bassist
Rus Botten and drummer Paul Townsend. He also acted as musical director for various live
theatre companies for productions including Jesus Christ Superstar, Into The Woods and
many others. In addition to opening at the Orpheum for various Jazz greats, Hubert also
got to perform on a recording for his long time idol Gino Vannelli. Among Hubert’s musical
inspirations are Keith Jarret, Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea, Oscar Peterson, and the Russian
classical composer Dmitri Shostakovich.
Hubert continues to perform and record in Vancouver, where he makes his home.
Reocrdings of the Bruno Hubert Trio include the 2002 release Get Out of Town, 2004 release
A Cellar Live Christmas and 2008 release The Bruno Hubert Trio, Live at the Cellar.
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Juno Award winner BRAD TURNER makes his feature debut as the voracious record
executive. Turner’s phenomenal talents as a trumpeter, pianist, drummer and composer
make him one of Canada’s most in-demand and highly esteemed musicians. Brad has
performed and/or recorded with such artists as Joe Lovano, Kenny Wheeler, John Scofield,
Michael Moore, Reneé Rosnes, Jimmy Greene, Ingrid Jensen, Dylan van der Schyff, Mike
Murley, Seamus Blake, Charles McPherson, Ernie Watts and Michael Blake. Brad’s groups
have opened for McCoy Tyner, Roy Haynes, Wayne Shorter, Clark Terry, Diana Krall and
Tony Bennett. As a leader, Brad has released six albums; five as a trumpeter with his quartet,
the most recent being the 2007 release Small Wonder. What Is, released in 2005, won Best
Jazz Album, at the 2006 Western Canadian Music Awards. As a pianist with his trio, the 2004
release, Question the Answer was nominated for a 2005 Canadian Urban Music Award,
and a 2006 Canadian Indie Music Award. In 1997 and 1998 Brad won Juno Awards for Best
Contemporary Jazz Album recognizing his work in the internationally established electric
jazz group Metalwood. Winner of National Jazz Awards for Jazz Trumpeter of the Year 1999
and 2008, Jazz Composer of the Year (2000 and 2002), Producer of the Year 2008 and 2009.
Brad was awarded Musician of the Year for 2005, and was awarded, by the Canada Council,
the 2006 Victor Lynch-Staunton Prize for excellence in musical achievement.
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Jazz drummer BILL CAMPBELL plays himself and various fictitious characters. Brooklyn
based drummer Campbell has worked with many of today’s finest artists, including
Grammy award winners Norah Jones and Lauryn Hill as well as Bobby Watson. He has
toured throughout the US, Canada and Europe and has appeared on more than 30
recordings as a side man. He is currently a regular band member with the Ryan Scott
Orchestra, Akiko Pavolka’s House of Illusion, John Mease, Alan Hampton and the Joel
Frahm Trio, which has been in residency for the past 7 years at La Laterna’s “Bar Next
Door” in Greenwich Village. When not performing, Bill teaches, composes music for film
soundtracks and makes animated cartoons. As an actor, he has appeared in
several movies and short films.
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Saxophonist, composer, pianist and bandleader MIKE ALLEN performs. Recipient
of the 2003 Western Canadian Music Award for outstanding jazz recording, Allen has
performed or recorded with a multitude of internationally recognized musicians.
Profiled in Mark Miller’s “Miller Companion to Jazz in Canada” Allen has a Master’s in
Jazz from New York University. He has performed and/or recorded with internationally
recognized players including Cedar Walton, Julian Priester, Kenny Wheeler, Dave Liebman,
Gary Bartz, John Taylor, Jim Snidero, Brian Lynch, Don Friedman, Don Thompson, John
Ballantyne, Kevin Dean, Phil Dwyer, Chuck Israels, Donald Bailey, Ali Jackson, Seamus Blake,
and Pete Magadini. Allen was a member of Canadian guitar legend Sonny Greenwich’s
quintet from 1990 to 1995. His playing is featured on Greenwich’s Standard Idioms (Kleo)
and Fragments Of A Memory (Cornerstone). In 1993, Canada’s national newspaper, The
Globe and Mail listed Mike as one of a half-dozen “Interesting Canadians To Watch”. Since
then, he has been performing primarily on the West Coast, with several Canada-wide
tours and regular features on nationally aired CBC radio broadcasts. His 2005 release Love
One Another was hailed as the “#1 Canadian Jazz Album Of 2005” by the Ottawa Citizen.
Fearless, Allen’s 2004 release was chosen by Public Radio International jazz host Jim Wilke,
as one of the “Best Pacific Northwest Jazz CDs of 2004”, while his 2003 trio album Dialectic
won “Outstanding Jazz Recording 2003” at the Western Canadian Music Awards. Mike has
been awarded prestigious Arts Council grants over the years to study with tenor giants Joe
Henderson, Joe Lovano and David Liebman.
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Vocalist, pianist and composer DENZAL SINCLAIRE performs. Winner of the National Jazz
Award for “Best Album 2004,” Canada’s Jazz Report Magazine has also awarded Sinclaire
Male Jazz Vocalist of the year for four consecutive years. Recipient 2007 Choc Jazzman
Award (France). Sinclaire was raised in Toronto and studied piano at McGill University in
Montreal before moving to Vancouver in 1995 for a gig at the du Maurier Jazz Festival. While
studying at McGill, Sinclaire met Canadian guitarist Bill Coon at a jazz club called 2080.
The two became friends immediately and started collaborating on CDs and musicals. The
collaboration spanned a decade and saw a series of string orchestra concerts recorded by
CBC Radio Canada and the critically acclaimed musical Unforgettable, based on the life of
jazz legend Nat King Cole. Sinclaire played the part of Nat King Cole, a performance which
also led to the release of a tribute CD titled Denzal Sinclaire: A Tribute to Nat King Cole.
Sinclaire has made numerous television and film appearances. Recordings include, I Found
Love, Denzal Sinclaire and My One and Only Love.
Also playing himself is CORY WEEDS, owner of Vancouver’s renowned Cory Weeds’ Cellar
Jazz Club. Alto saxophonist, record producer, radio host, agent and record label owner,
Weeds was nominated for producer of the year at the 2002, 2003 and 2004 National Jazz
Awards. He won the award two years in a row, for 2007 and 2008.
Weeds was born and raised in Vancouver, British Columbia by a musical family and
attended both Capilano College and the University of North Texas before returning home
to pursue his career as a professional musician. In 2000 Weeds took a leap of faith and
bought the Cellar Jazz Club and turned it into Vancouver’s only full time jazz club. The club
has showcased the best Canadian and international talent, earning the respect of local
musicians and becoming one of the city’s foremost live music venues.
In 2001, Weeds’ highly lauded release of a compilation of live performances at the club
led to the birth of his Cellar Live label, which has released 15 albums to date. Weeds’
experience as a working musician in his own groups as well as a jazz sideman have helped
him hone his skills for producing innovative, exciting and influential jazz records. Weeds’
own Everything’s Coming Up Weeds, the labels 51st release, was critically acclaimed
worldwide, spending 18 weeks on the JazzWeek Charts.
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